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PROMOTION ANNOUNCEMENT

ACL Airshop Promotes Mattijs Farber to
Vice President - Finance
June I, 2021

Mattiis Farber

I am pleased to announce the promotion-from-within ofMattijs Farber from Group Controller to Vice
President - Finance for all of ACL Airshop.
This significant increase in responsibility and job scope is based on merit, experience, and contributions.
Mattijs has worked hard and masterfully in shaping and improving our global assistant controllers
network, expanding and improving our numerous KPI's and metrics systems, and enhancing our timely
and accurate financial reporting. Moreover, he has played an integral role in our recent successful
corporate development accomplishments.
Mr. Farber has over 12 years' experience with ACL Airshop, with steadily rising levels of responsibility
in the Finance organization. In the past 5 years of aggressive growth and expansion, he managed those
high-speed complexities very well. And with flawless Audits each year in our far-flung and somewhat
complicated worldwide enterprises.
ABOUT THE COMPANY: ACL Airshop, a technology-enabled global leader in air cargo Unit Load Device
(ULD) logistics solutions to over 200 airlines, air cargo carriers, and other transportation clients, is known/or its
High-Performance Culture. ACL Airshop owns, maintains and leases its own very large fleet of ULDs, including air
freight pallets and containers, issuedfrom 55 airport hub locations across North America, Europe, Asia Pacific, the
Middle East and Latin America. ACL Airshop's strong growth in recent years builds on the company's 38-year
heritage as an air cargo equipment and logistics specialist. Today, the company maintains the largest independent
inventory of/ease-ready ULD assets in the industry for short-term solutions, and also has an array of longer-term
ULD Management contracts. ft also has manufacturing and repair station capacities for cargo control products.
The company is deploying innovative logistics technologies such as "FindMyULD" which yield better fleet
efficiencies and operational cost savings/or customers. For more information visit www.ACLairshop.com.

"Dank jewel, Mattijs. Gefeliciteerd!"
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Townes, President & CEO
ACL Airshop LLC
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